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Discover Papua New Guinea & the Solomon IslandsDrift with the current through Sandfly Passage,

a hidden submarine valley teeming with fish and manta raysSway to the rhythm of kundu drums at

the spectacular Goroka ShowWalk barefooted into a towering spirit house along the Sepik RiverIn

This Guide:The only guide to Papua New Guinea & the Solomon IslandsSpecial color tribute to

WWII battleground the Kokoda Track, new diving chapter and expanded Solomon Islands

coverageTips from authors who've travelled safely through the region for yearsContent updated

daily - visit lonelyplanet.com for up-to-the-minute reviews, updates, and traveler suggestions
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For sheer global reach and dogged research, attention must be paid to Lonely PlanetÃ¢â‚¬Â¦' --Los

Angeles Times, February 2, 2003

Who We AreAt Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travelers to connect with the

world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large. What We Do* We offer travelers

the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely Planet

authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages.* We are relentless in finding the special,

the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are.*We update our guidebooks by visiting

thousands of places in person to get the details right and tell it as it is.* We always offer the trusted

filter for those who are curious, open minded and independent.* We challenge our growing



community of travelers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world.* We tell it like it is

without fear or favor in service of the travelers; not clouded by any other motive.What We

BelieveWe believe that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and

therefore a better world.

Interesting and well written.

I read the parts I was interested in and found it useful as all the LP books are. Nothing unusual here,

just a good guide to a neglected corner of the world.

The book does not really give sufficient information about the villages which are, in fact, memorable

experiences. Nonetheless, I am not aware of a better source for information about places in PNG

and so recommend that someone traveling to PNG buy this book. There are a few other good books

about the culture and art.

Once upon a time, Lonely Planet had a good guide to Papua New Guinea (371 pages), and an

excellent one to the Solomon Islands (279 pages). For better or worse these fascinating countries

don't exactly attract hordes of holidaymakers, so after leaving those books unupdated for many

years, the publisher has now decided to dump them together in this new edition (272 pages).The

result is basically a new, much slimmer guide to Papua New Guinea, with fewer than 30 pages on

the Solomons (where it only actually covers half the country even nominally).Not only has much of

the detail been thrown out, the quality of information has also gone downhill sharply! :-(The authors

have very obviously never visited even major tourist destinations of PNG described in the book - as

confirmed by owners of accomodations included in it, who told me they had merely received

phonecalls from the author who didn't even visit most of the Sepik Region or the Highlands, for

example!Much of the "updating" seems to have been done by surfing the web, and as a result the

book abounds in recommendations for expensive, upmarket places and tour-operators that do have

websites, while completely ignoring cheaper, budget guesthouses which have no info on the net.

Even excellent, small locally owned places that were in previous editions of the PNG guide are

conspiciously missing! And as for what the authors consider "budget": their itinerary recommended

for budget travellers includes staying at a 150 USD/night resort!This book is a real shame to Lonely

Planet.If you are planning on resort-hopping on a short holiday, it will be sufficient, but if you want to

explore these two countries in depth without spending a fortune, you are far better off trying to find



copies of the now out-of-print old editions, which still contain far more useful information than this

new guide.Check  for reviews and availablity of the oldÃ‚Â Papua New GuineaÃ‚Â guide

andÃ‚Â Solomon IslandsÃ‚Â one.Another cheap little book that may well enrich your travels in

either of the two countries is LP'sÃ‚Â Pidgin Phrasebook.Those keen on getting way off the beaten

track in PNG on foot will still findÃ‚Â Bushwalking in Papua New GuineaÃ‚Â invaluable!

The reviews below have been transfered from the 2006 edition, probably because the authors

haven't changed. However this is a mistake. Lonely Planet did listen to customers and the book is

now over a 100 pages longer and contains much more information on all regions of PNG and the

Solomons. Sure, it's still not what it was when the countries had seperate guidebooks, but now the

PNG part is almost as complex and the Solomons are getting there - the section is almost twice the

length. So now this is quite a good guide for PNG at least (haven't tested on the Solomons). The

advice is very useful as media coverage of PNG is generally only bad and quite false and the

listings seemed accurate. As this is the only guide to PNG it probably doesn't need recomendation,

but at least now you can buy it knowing that the new edition IS useful!

I bought this book hoping it would be helpful for the Solomon Islands. There was only about 30

pages about the Solomons. This book is a great guide for Papua New Guinea. I would suggest

looking for older guides. I bought an older guide from lonely planet that was strictly about the

Solomon Islands. It was much better, only the finacial info was definitely out of date.
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